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The Newsletter of The Friends of Brading Roman Villa

Letter from the Chairman:
Dear Friends
Welcome to the Autumn edition of Nuntius. The Friends
continues to play a vital part in the life of the Villa and
you will be pleased to know the Winter Lecture programme
(see page 8) gets underway on 27 October. Hopefully,
as it’s on a Wednesday, we’ll see many of you there.
The loss of our Vice-Chairman, Jill Savage, was felt by
everyone this summer but I’m sure her spirit is still with us
and especially so during the dig. And what a dig it was!
Our volunteer hours amounted to a total of 6224. Well done
and thank you to everyone who took part. It was an amazing achievement.
The Dig Diary attracted many compliments and is still widely enjoyed, being on display
in the museum. Although the Dig is an important showcase, it is only a part of what
we do. During the rest of the year our volunteers greet visitors with a smile and bring
the villa experience to life. The Dig has greatly extended the story of the site, enriching
the knowledge of the volunteers, in turn enabling them to bring to visitors a fuller
understanding of life on this ‘preferred site’ 2000 years ago.
Your support is greatly appreciated. The Friends is an active organisation, and, as a
part of that, I look forward to working with you.
Mary Clements

Another good reason to join The Friends of Brading Roman Villa
Friends of Brading Roman Villa now receive a 10% discount on all their purchases in the Villa café
and shop when they show their current membership card at the point of purchase. Please make
the most of this Membership benefit. We do need more volunteers in all sorts of activities gardening, guiding, administration - some of which can be done from home. So if you, or someone
you know, would like to be actively involved please get in touch.
Please note we have a new telephone number 0758 3142 133 - so don’t hesitate
to ring, or text. If we’re not there, leave a message and we will return your call. Mary and Ursula
are usually at the villa on Tuesday mornings, so if you are free, please come along and have a
coffee and a chat.
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BIG DIG 2010

Diana Wood

The excitement and anticipation of another dig grew over the summer and we couldn’t believe a
whole year had passed since the last! We were delighted to see the advance party arrive and
marvelled at how easily Briony handled her little truck.
Not so little......
Even before the main party arrived, the finds were
appearing thick and fast – and this was something
which continued relentlessly for the next three and a
half weeks! Even forty-five minutes before the end of
the dig, bits of pottery were still coming out of the ground.
The Wendy House was moved into position, the yurt,
catering tent, guides’ tent, finds’ tent and gate gazebo
put in place, the barrows dusted off, and the radios
Briony at the wheel of the truck
charged up – all systems go! Rosemary arrived in her
pink high-viz, and we all knew we were in business.
Big Dig 2010 was here. The car-parking team swept into action and kept things under control in
the field. It was a lonely job down on the front gate, and I’m sure Douglas was relieved from time
to time to be sent to knit together another section of the guides’ tent, which had come adrift in the
wind. There’s not one square inch of that tent he doesn’t know! The topsoil having been removed
by the digger, the team set to work to get down to the archaeology. Sir
Barry’s aim was to discover more about the people who were here
before the Romans arrived.
The geophysics had shown evidence of an Iron Age settlement, and the
roundhouses found during the creation of the coach park all indicated
a great deal of activity. As the days progressed, we learned how to read
the site from the daily briefings given by Sir Barry. This was invaluable an education in itself, and enabled us to explain what was going on to
over 2000 visitors who came to have a guided tour over the three weeks.
It has also enhanced our tours in the exhibition, as we now know so
much more about the people who were living here over 2000 years ago.
At an early stage, it was obvious to the guides that this year, the team
were very much more relaxed than in previous years. It seemed as if
we were welcoming old friends back for the summer, and we all had
a tremendous amount of fun...........the tour guides on several occasions
were all helpless with laughter about life, the universe and everything –
greatly enhanced by Emma Thompson’s well-publicised gaffe, which
has introduced the term ‘stonegazing’ to the villa vocabulary, and which
describes to a tee what Sir Barry does
with great aplomb, for hours on end.
We were delighted to find evidence of Sir Barry stonegazing
continuing occupation of the site over
the years. The earliest finds were flints, dating from 8000 to
6000 BC. In between, we had a saucepan pot from 200 BC,
an enamel brooch from the first half of the first century AD,
Roman cremations from around 100 AD, pottery from 3rd to 4th
Century AD, a mediaeval field system, a musket ball, and
evidence of WWI practice trenches! Fantastic! The floatation team
and the finds processing team were kept extremely busy from
beginning to end - although there were a few lighter moments
- the finds processors created their own choir from time to time,
and gales of laughter wafted across the field...... Sir Barry was
particularly pleased with what was being discovered from the
Saucepan pot 200 BC
soil samples, which reveal much information about the crops
growing on the site so many years ago.
We were also thrilled that more work was to be done inside the exhibition this year. Last year
we watched with bated breath while Jill and Viv picked away at familiar walls and I was
delighted to be watching Viv one day while she unearthed a piece of pottery with a peacock
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blue strip of paint on it......she and I were the
first two people to see this for nearly 2000 years.
It was only about 3cm long, but sent shivers up
my spine. Sadly, this year Viv was on her own.
The work she did was fascinating, however. She
has greatly enhanced our knowledge of the back
rooms and was very willing to discuss her discoveries
with us, which was a real privilege to hear at
first hand. It would appear that Rooms 10 and
11 were originally one room, and the dividing
wall built at the same time as the shelf around
Room 10. Room 11 may have been a storage
room, with 10 a food preparation area, and Room
8, the dining room. Viv also found much evidence
of 5th and 6th century glass-blowing being carried on in the corner of Room 10.
Wendy excavates the first cremation
urn

One of the highlights of the dig was the discovery of five Roman cremations. We had pointed
out to all visitors the rim of a pot in the south-east corner of the site for over two weeks. It
was one of the highlights of the tour for everyone, and we couldn’t wait for it to be excavated.
On the last Monday, Wendy Morrison set to work. It was fascinating to watch how she approached
this delicate operation, and, after exposing the section, and having it recorded, she set to
work to remove the pot.....carefully. After wrapping a bandage round the top, the rest happened
pretty quickly. Graham came to help her, and the cremation urn was removed from its resting
place with the immortal words – “It’s a boy!” Graham told us this was an experience he had
had only once in his career, and it was Wendy’s first chance to excavate a complete urn.
It was also a first for the tour guides, who were all standing around, “oohing” and “aahing”
with each wobble. By the time the fifth was being excavated, it was old hat....but still exciting!
So, what did we learn from the Dig.........? A huge amount! Evidence of trading with Rome before
the Roman occupation of Britain.....does this indicate the occupation of the Isle of Wight was
peaceful? Perhaps a naive assumption, but who knows? There was evidence of evaporating
sea-water for extracting salt from the discovery of briquetage fragments. The five cremations were
buried in what had at one point been a holloway. As they were very close
together, Sir Barry conjectured it could have been a family group. Did
these people live in the villa? Above all, the pottery found on the site was
of exceptional quality – butt beaker fragments, an example of barbotine A typical
ware, and a lovely piece of samian ware with leaping she-lions - this is Iron Age
truly a high status site from an early period. Well, (?) we knew that already, Butt Beaker
of course, but it was good to have it confirmed! The tours of the dig site
continued for about two weeks after the archaeologists had returned
home. It definitely seemed like Scout Camp was over for the summer, and the wind and the rain
played havoc with Sir Barry’s sections! The trenches filled up with water and the sections began to
collapse. The catering tent had had enough and took flight, ending up in a crumpled heap down
by the hedge! (see page 7!) At least its timing was spot on! Soon, the site will be back-filled and
all we’ll have are the photographs and the memories.......but what memories! Another fantastic
summer!

Remembering Jill Savage

Wendy Gannon

Just before the 2010 Dig started, we were all deeply
saddened by the news that Jill Savage had died on the
11th July after a mercifully short illness. Her death came
as a great shock. We have lost a much-loved friend
and colleague and we will remember with great
affection her gentle, warm personality and lovely smile.
Looking back over the years I’ve known Jill, I’ve valued
her confident, reassuringly calm presence, as indeed
we all have, because the contribution she made to our
group is incalculable. She was a founding member
of The Friends of Brading Roman Villa, becoming a Jill starts the spoil heap on Day 1, 2009
Trustee in 2005 when our charity was formed, and
taking on the role of Vice-Chairman last year. We owe a great deal to her dedication, and quiet
determination. Jill was also our storyteller, often to be heard in the museum keeping a half-circle
of children (and more often than not, their accompanying adults) spellbound with stories - with
all the sound effects - from the myths and legends.
Her teaching experience, practical archaeological skills - and above all, her friendship - helped
us all play our own part at the Villa. She is very sadly missed.
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Brading’s Big Dig 2010 - pictures from Brading Roman Villa library
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Catering Supremo and
Lady Pigot in the catering
tent

Dig Site looking East

Rosemarie and Graham
Barry, Wendy and Colin

The Finds washing gang (BRV Choir) in full
force!
It’s a boy!
John excavates a cremation

The Digger shaves the
top off the spoil heap

Wendy and Graham lift out the
first cremation urn

Complete, upside
down, pot
Flat dish

Relaxing at the end of a hard dig

Dig site looking south
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Viv goes back to basics in
Room 10

Ivan, Erica and Helen await their public
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Illyria returns to the Villa

The delights of Pride and Prejudice were brought
to the villa in July by the wonderful touring
theatre group, Illyria. This was their third visit to
the villa and the most well-attended so far.
Deservedly so, as they are a very enthusiastic,
and entertaining company. The weather was
perfect, the setting stunning, looking across
towards Sandown and the channel, and the
acting and production truly inspired! Everyone
had brought a picnic to enjoy and all in all it
couldn’t have been a more pleasant evening. It
was difficult at times to remember there were
only five cast members, as, during the course of
the evening, some of them underwent seven
character changes! Perhaps because the story
is so familiar, the portrayals may have been
disappointing, but this was never the case.
Mr Darcy became bookish Mary, by donning a
pair of glasses. He simpered as the fawning Mr
Collins, and sparkled as the rakish Mr Wickham.
The set - which comprised only a seat and a
chest - was used to the utmost and transformed
alternately into a bed, a carriage and a dining
table. Although very simply done, the effects
were wonderful. We watched Elizabeth and
Darcy walking together around Pemberton’s fine
estate, although the actors remained stationary;
we enjoyed Elizabeth’s carriage ride with the
Gardners, although, again, they remained on
the spot! The stage effects are tremendous fun,
especially the horses - and, whatever they bring
to the villa next summer, the Illyria production is
definitely one date everyone should put in their
diaries!
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The Essential Mess

Scriba

Alfresco catering has become an essential
ingredient at Brading’s Big Dig. Providing food
in a field tent is always something of a challenge
but as far as the fresh air is concerned, you can
get too much of a good thing. Some fierce winds
blow across the Brading site all year round remember the Force 9 that blew in from
Sandown Bay during the 2008 dig when the
diggers rushed out of the trench to help anchor
the tent down? It got a bit breezy last year too,
but at the end of this year’s dig, as we cleared
up the catering tent ready for dismantling, we
congratulated ourselves that all we’d had to
contend with were some very angry wasps. It
was tempting fate, I suppose. The next day the
wind blew and, when nobody was around, the
tent made its bid for freedom. Took off like a big
rectangular parachute past the café balcony,
over the south range towards the gate, before
crash landing in a heap. Hopefully it can be
patched up, but probably it will be quite a bit
smaller.........

DISASTER. . . . .

...CATASTROPHE
Catastrophe is an exhibition which has been
brought to Brading Roman Villa this month.
In Iraq, before 2003, nearly 10,000 cultural
artefacts were stored in air-raid shelters by
staff at the Iraq National Museum. Objects
in museums around the country were brought
to a central location in Baghdad, where it
was thought they would be safer. The most
precious items were stored in the vault of the
Central Bank.

Wolverton Fair

The United Nations and the Hague Convention
are working together to protect the heritage of
the country, with limited success.

Some volunteers headed off to Wolverton Fair
with the handling collection in September.
Wolverton is a two day event and the volunteers
were kept busy with loads of interest from the
general public and a great deal was done to
promote the villa. Well done, Ann and team!

It is now acknowledged that over 12,000
artefacts relating to Iraq’s heritage are missing.
This exhibition aims to bring to the attention of
a wider public the problems being faced by this
beleaguered country, now in severe danger of
losing its cultural heritage.
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A Community Effort

Erica Manley
Two gorgeous cakes were made and decorated
by Nicky from the Villa Restaurant, and, as all
members of Ryde House wanted to cut the
cakes, fifteen knives had to be found in a hurry!
The weather was a little miserable - it rained
until everyone went home, but it didn’t dampen
the spirits of those attending the event. A good
time was had by all.

There were two squares in the Roman Garden,
(and I don’t mean the gardeners!) which were
bare and the gardening committee had the idea
of making some mosaics to fill them. The idea
blossomed as the roses bloomed and Brading
Town Council and the Friends agreed to fund
the venture. The basics for the mosaics were
completed by Joy and Erica.
Ryde House Community were invited to take part
and sent fourteen or fifteen people with their
carers. They came for two mornings and had a
great time. When completed, the mosaics were
put in place for the unveiling on May 27, at noon.
Representatives from the Oglander Trust were
present with Friends and Trustees, Villa staff, the
Gardening Group, Ryde House Community and
Brading Town Council, including the Mayor and
his lady. Four of the Ryde House members
unveiled the mosaics, which consist of a picture
of the four seasons and one showing the four
points of the compass.

Where your money goes

Wishing Laura well....... Scriba
Friday, October 1st marked the end of Laura
Pooley’s contract as Project Archaeologist at
Brading Roman Villa. Laura has moved to York,
where she has a six month contract with the
York Archaeological Trust. Laura has been at
the villa for fifteen months, and was often to be
found rooting around under the drum, busily
cataloguing the thousands of pieces of wall and
roof tile from the site. We wish her well in her
new post.

Ursula Clark

This year, The Friends have contributed the
following items for the Villa:
• 4 picnic tables
• laptop computer specifically for use at
lectures and displays
• installation of an RNID loop system to help the
hard of hearing at lectures and meetings
• the costs of Winter Lectures
• two reference books of mosaics
• lectern to display the books
• contribution to the Anne Frank Exhibition
• funding for Catastrophe exhibition
• replacement of children’s puzzle in museum
• funding for Ryde House mosaics
• and last, but not least, a leather chaise longue
for the museum, intended for exhausted
grandparents, not museum guides!
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WINTER LECTURES

of The Friends of
Brading Roman Villa
Registration: 3.00 pm,
THE WONDERS OF THE INVISIBLE WORLD:
by Mr. Alistair
Esq pm
meeting
startsGentry
3.30

Christmas

start at 4.30 pm
unless otherwise stated

at the Villa

CATASTROPHE!
Professor Peter Stone
Newcastle University

Christmas Lunch and
Afternoon Tea available
in the Forum Café
from Saturday, 20th November

BRANNON HERITAGE
Col. Kenneth Hicks

Group bookings available
2-course dinner with coffee

Sat 30th October @ 7pm
Tickets £6 - Tel: 406223

CATASTROPHE!
The Looting and Destruction
of Iraq’s Past

THE ROMAN LEVANT ~
POTS & PLACES
Anthony Grey,
Archaeologist

The 7th Annual General
Meeting of The Friends of
Brading Roman Villa

CLEOPATRA
Mei Trow

Saturday
29th January, 2011
at Brading Roman Villa
Registration 2.30pm
Meeting starts at 3pm

A UNESCO exhibition at the Villa
on the looting of archaeological
sites and museums in Iraq

Throughout October

MINGHELLA: developing an

All are welcome to attend

Island Business

t.b.a.
TWO BATTLES OF BRITAIN
John Smith

Display of a complete collection
of engravings from
Vectis Scenery
Throughout November

Andrew Gale
Professor of Geology, Portsmouth

Are there any gardeners amongst
our members who would like to join
our gardening team?

Tickets £5
£4 to Members of The Friends
children and students
Coffee/Tea & Biscuits included.

It’s a special 3rd Century ‘Roman’
garden, featuring plants known to
have grown here in Roman times.

telephone 0758 3142 133

0758 3142 133

If you are interested, please ring
Veronica Williams or John Hardy

The Friends of Brading Roman Villa
Reg.Charity No. 1110720

Morton Old Road, Brading, Isle of Wight PO36 0EN
Telephone: 0758 3142 133
Email: mail@friendsofbradingromanvilla.com
www.bradingromanvilla.org.uk
FBRV Trustees and Officers:
President. Sam Twining LVO, CBE, DL; Chairman:. Mary Clements; acting Vice-Chairman:. Wendy Gannon; Treasurer:. Ursula Clark ;
Membership Secretary:. Pat Barber; Exec. Trustees: John Hardy; Miichael Jennings
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